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Abstract

Searching for a solution or for the best alternative is an important activity, one
that is often delegated to an agent to perform. This paper examines the properties
of delegated search to determine how it di¤ers from the process of search that an
individual undertakes on his own behalf. The analyses predict that as compared to
self directed search, (a) delegated search is slower and takes longer to complete, (b)
under delegation, the rate of search varies with time, with most of the discoveries
occuring early in the search and (c) multiple agents may be employed to search
where one agent would be su¢ cient if the search was carried out e¢ ciently. These
departures from the e¢ cient decision theoretic search process arise as a contractual
response to dynamic agency costs that naturally occur when search decisions are
delegated to an agent.
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1 Introduction

The wealth and income of most people derives in part from their ability to search� that is

by their ability to �nd a job, to discover low prices and to solve problems. Consequently

economists have spent much time observing and modeling search. The work horse of

modern search theory is the elegant decision theoretic model developed nearly 40 years

ago by McCall(1970) and Mortenson(1970) to study job markets. This simple paradigm

has spawned a surprisingly general and useful theory of search. The basic model has

been extended to consider multiple stages and types of search, to incorporate learning

and to allow for search in two sided markets. By combining decision models with theories

of market equilibrium, economists have generated a rich set of predictions for a variety

of di¤erent markets. For instance, theories of consumer search have been employed to

explain equilibrium price dispersion and sales in product and service markets. Theories of

job search have been used to predict wage distributions, employment duration and vacancy

rates in labor markets.1

The decision theoretic model of search views the market as a means for generating

random o¤ers and prices. Individuals conduct their own search by sequentially sampling

from the distribution of o¤ers to �nd their preferred one. The theory predicts that search is

governed by a simple stopping rule that balances the bene�ts of further search against the

costs of additional sampling. The stopping rule results in a process whereby people draw

samples at a uniform rate until an o¤er exceeding a predetermined value is discovered.

While this model and existing search literature have generated many important insights

and predictions, the extant theory overlooks one important detail. Individuals often do

not search themselves, but instead delegate search to independent agents to perform. This

paper explores the importance of delegation in search and develops a model of agency to

explain how agents search. Speci�cally I derive a number of results regarding the relative

e¢ ciency of delegated search, and how agents are contracted to search.

Among my results, I �nd as compared with self directed search,

(a) Delegated search is slower to produce results,

(b) Under delegation the search rate varies with time, and the likelihood of discovery

1See Rogerson, Shimer and Wright (2006) and the references cited therein for an excellent overview of
the theory and applications of modern search theory .
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declines the longer the search lasts,

(c) A sequence of short term agents may be employed to search under delegation even

though it is less costly to use one long-lived agent.

These results are shown to be a natural consequence of contractual arrangements to

mitigate dynamic agency problems. For example, consider an owner who contracts with

a risk neutral agent to search for a new process or technology. The contract is a long

term agreement that the parties commit to that stipulates how the agent is evaluated and

paid as well as requirements for his continued employment. The agent, whose e¤ort and

discoveries can�t be observed, is also wealth constrained and therefore unable to post a

large bond or to acquire the project to insure his performance. Hence this is a setting

containing all of the essential ingredients, including moral hazard, hidden information,

and liquidity constraints, that di¤erentiate delegated search from self directed search. In

the analysis to follow I show that in any setting with these ingredients, delegating search

to agents will result in one or more of the distortions (a)-(c) described above.

The rationale for these �ndings stems from two important insights that are revealed by

my analysis in sections 2 and 4. The �rst is that agents have a tendency to procrastinate

when given a long time to search. Agents delay searching to spread their e¤ort over time

in order to reduce costs. Hence preventing this delay is a dynamic cost of agency that

the owner incurs in addition to the usual agency costs caused by hidden action.2 As a

result delegated search is slower than if the agent were searching directly for himself. This

explains prediction (a) above as well as why clients are sometimes dissatis�ed with the

service received from outsourcing search to an agent.

At the same time the analysis yields a second insight into how contracts for search

are designed to reduce agent delay. One remedy for delay is to tilt the reward schedule

towards the present away from the future. O¤ering a reward for early completion and

a penalty for delay forces the agent to search harder in the present to avoid delay. The

e¤ect of this is to make the agent search faster at the start and slower towards the end

as the search wears on. This explains prediction (b) above. In addition, a second remedy

for delay is to employ multiple agents to search in sequence, until one �nishes the job.

2This dynamic agency cost has largely gone unnoticed in the literature. Notable exceptions are Tox-
vaerd(2006), Mason and Valimaki(2008) and Lewis and Ottaviani(2008), which are reviewed below.
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Although replacing agents is costly, it may be an e¤ective way to motivate agents to work

faster, to avoid termination. This explains prediction (c) above.

With regards to contracting for search the analyses predict:

(d) Fast performing agents receive a progress payment contract along with an ownership

share in the project.

(e) Slow performing agents receive a time of completion contract with a single payment

once the search is complete.

The explanation for these �ndings is developed in section 4. There I �nd that the

timing of discovery determines the form and the level of the agent�s rewards. Agents who

make early discoveries are awarded a progress payment and the ownership of the remaining

project. The principal prefers this type of payment, since it induces the agent to work hard

to complete the search remaining. In contrast, agents who are unlucky and progress slowly

are paid a smaller amount and only at the time of completion. This leads to diminished

and less �exible incentives for the agent to perform that may not be adjusted as the search

evolves with each new discovery. These di¤erent processes for payment that depend on the

timing of success are consistent with progress payment contracts and time of completion

agreements that are often observed in practice.

Virtually all of the extensive search literature, to which this paper belongs, ignores

the agency problem on which I focus.3 One notable exception is the companion paper by

Lewis and Ottaviani(2008) that characterizes the e¤ect of delegation on search; it does

so, however, for a setting where contracts are short term and subject to renegotiation. A

comparison of these analyses reveals the importance of contract commitment in delegat-

ing search, an issue that is addressed in the analysis to follow. Another exception is the

interesting work on optimal unemployment insurance (see Shavell and Weiss(1979) and

Hopenhayn and Nicolini(1997)) that addresses the trade-o¤ between risk sharing and in-

centives to search in a repeated moral hazard setting. Our analysis, in contrast, is focused

on the agent�s incentives to search and to disclose the information acquired during the

3In the real estate literature, some papers have recognized the importance of adding agency considera-
tions to the sequential search model, but have not characterized the solution to the problem. The closest
contribution in that literature is Arnold (1989), who argues that the �rst best outcome is not a solution
to the problem once agency considerations are introduced. Here, we provide a full characterization of the
second best solution.
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search process. A di¤erent form of delegation is analyzed in recent papers by Albrecht,

Anderson and Vroman(2008) and by Compte and Jehiel(2008) on search by committee.

These analyses compare stopping rules for search by committee against the rules an indi-

vidual searcher would follow.

This paper is also related to a fast growing literature on dynamic agency. Our analysis

heavily relies on recursive programming techniques of solving for optimal dynamic con-

tracts that were pioneered by (Green(1987), Spear and Srivastava(1987), Atkeson(1991)

and Phelan and Townsend(1991)). Our application of these techniques to study delegated

search is new. Our paper is related to other recent applications including Sannikov(2007)�s

continuous time principal-agent problem, Toxvaerd(2006)�s analysis of the importance of

time in agency and Mason and Valimaki(2008)�s analysis of repeated moral hazard. These

papers all solve a repeated moral hazard problem of some type. Our analysis, by contrast,

addresses moral hazard and adverse selection in one uni�ed model. The papers closest to

ours from a formal perspective are the dynamic agency models of the �rm by Fishman and

DeMarzo(2007) and Clementi and Hopenhayn(2006). These analyses focus on the impact

of agency problems including moral hazard and hidden information on investment and the

capital structure of the �rm. Our analysis, in contrast, pertains to the e¤ect of agency on

the collection and dissemination of information.

The plan for the remainder of the paper is the following. Section 2 presents an example

of simple sequential search to �x ideas and to establish some basic insights about the

impact of agency on search. Section 3 extends the example to a continuous time, multi-

stage search setting. The formal results on the properties of delegated search including a

characterization of optimal contracts for agency search are contained in Section 4. Section

5 reviews the principal predictions of the model and indicates some directions for future

research. The Appendix contains proofs of the formal results reported in Sections 3 and

4.

2 Example of Agency Search

Consider the �rm owner who wishes to replace an ine¢ cient manufacturing process. Having

determined the cause of the ine¢ ciency, the owner has only to discover a remedy to the

problem in order to increase her operating pro�ts by the amount of VS > 0. The owner

agrees to delegate the search for a solution to a risk neutral agent. By expending e¤ort
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e > 0 at a cost of ce the agent can discover the solution with probability pS (e) = pSe


for  2 (0; 1) and pS > 0 in each period4. The owner agrees to pay the agent a reward

of � > 0 once the search is complete. For convenience divide time into two periods, today

denoted by time T; and the future denoted by time F; which consists of all periods after

today. Let B 2 (0; 1) be the discount factor. Then the agent�s expected pro�t today from
this arrangement, denoted by �T (�) ; is the solution to the following dynamic program.

�T (�) = max
e
pS (eT ) � + (1� pS (eT ))B�F (�)� ceT (1)

where

�F (�) =
ps(eF )� � ceF

1�B (1� pS (eF ))
For a given reward, � ; the agent�s optimal rate of e¤ort is determined by the condition,

p0s (eT ) (� �B�F (�)) = c

Solving this condition for, pS (eT ) � (e) ; the expected reward required to induce e¤ort e is

pS(eT )� (e) =
ceT

+B�F (�) (2)

The �rst term, ceT ;measures the static agency cost of not being able to monitor the agent�s

e¤ort. The second term, B�F (�) ; is the agent�s opportunity cost of making a discovery

today. A discovery today, eliminates the chance of continuing to search in the future. This

opportunity that the agent foregoes by discovering a solution is a dynamic agency cost

that the principal bears to induce the agent to exert e¤ort today.

The owner�s surplus denoted by WT (�) is the solution to the dynamic program,

WT (�) = max
�
ps (eT ) (VS � �) + (1� pS (e (�)))BWF (�) (3)

subject to (2) ; where,

WF (�) =
pS (eF ) (VS � �)
1�B (1� pS (eF ))

The condition for the optimal compensation is given by

fp0S (e) (VS �B (WF + �F ))� cg
de

d�
=

pS (eF )

1�B (1� pS (eF ))
> 0 (4)

4I assume pS is su¢ ciently small so that the probability of discovering a solution is less than 1 over
the relevant range of e¤ort that is employed.
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This indicates that the marginal bene�t of additional search e¤ort (given by the LHS of

(4) ) is strictly positive for the optimal contract.

The implication of this is that agents search too little and too slow under delegation.

This occurs for the usual reason that it is too costly to induce the agent to search without

monitoring his e¤ort. But here in addition, the agent�s incentives to work are further

reduced by the opportunity he foregoes to earn future pro�ts from search if he discovers

a solution. Since the agent�s compensation for �nding the solution does not change with

time, he can a¤ord to delay his search in the present, knowing there is always another

chance to succeed in the future. But what if the agent�s compensation was based on the

time the search is completed? Could this improve his performance?

Suppose for instance that compensation in period T is increased by d�T and compen-

sation in period F is decreased by d�F ; holding today�s pro�t constant, so that d� (�) = 0.

The required variation (d�T ; d�F ) must therefore satisfy,

d�T (�) =
@�T
@�T

d�T +
@�T
@�F

d�F +
@�T
@eT

�
@eT
@�T

d�T +
@eT
@�F

d�F

�
+
@�T
@eF

@eF
@aF

d�F

=
@�T
@�T

d�T +
@�T
@�F

d�F = 0 (5)

where the second line of (5) follows from the envelope theorem. The e¤ect of these varia-

tions on the owner�s surplus evaluated at (�T = �F = �) is5,

dWT (�) = fp0S (e) (VS �B (WF + �F ))� cg| {z } �
marginal bene�t of e¤ort

�
@eT
@�T

d� +
@eT
@�F

d�F +B (1� pS(e))
deF
d�F

d�F

�
| {z } > 0

net shift in e¤ort to present

(6)

That is, the owner increases her surplus, holding �T constant, by shifting rewards to

the present. The change in surplus (6) equals the present value increase in surplus from

5Substituting for pS (e) �T from (1) into the (3) yields

W (�) = ��T � ceT + pS (eT )VS + (1� pS (e))B (WF + �F )

Applying the variation (d�T ; d�F ) to WT (�) I obtain (6) in the text. Notice that eT = eF = e since the
expression for dWT is evaluated at �T = �F = � : The second term in brackets in (6) reduces to

@eT
@�T

d�T +
@eT
@�F

d�F +B (1� pS(e))
deF
d�F

d�F = d�T
@eT
@�T

1

1� pS (e)
> 0
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increasing e¤ort, multiplied by the present value change in e¤ort between today and the

future, which is strictly positive. Surplus increases by shifting rewards to the present

because the dynamic cost of agency, identi�ed in (2) ; is reduced. That is, by shifting

compensation away from the future, the cost of inducing the agent to perform today is

reduced. As a consequence the agent works harder today, knowing her expected future

pro�t is lower. This causes a reallocation of e¤ort to the present, thus accelerating the

arrival of surplus, which bene�ts the owner.

While tilting rewards to the present improves current performance, it causes the future

rate of discovery to decrease if the present search fails. A possible �x for this is to switch

to a new agent when today�s search fails. This would eliminate incentives for the agent to

procrastinate, as he has just one chance at making a discovery. However, replacing agents

after each failed attempt at discovery is costly as each new agent must be instructed what

to search for. If the costs, cS > 0; of preparing each agent are small enough, though,

employing multiple short term agents is preferable. To see why, recall the expected reward

for inducing e¤ort e for one period from a long lived agent is,

pS (eT ) � (eT ) =
ceT

+B� (�)

By comparison, the cost of inducing the same e¤ort from a sequence of multiple agents is

pS (eT ) � (eT ) =
ceT

+BcS

Hence switching agents is preferable to employing one long lived agent if the cost of prepa-

ration su¢ ciently are small.

In summary this example demonstrates several properties of delegation that hold under

more general conditions as I show in the sections to follow. Namely there are two agency

costs of delegating search There is the usual static agency cost which is the rent the

agent commands from his hidden action, and there is a dynamic agency cost which is the

opportunity cost of discovery for the long lived agent. Agents wish to procrastinate when

hired over the long term to search. The example demonstrates three contractual responses

to reduce these agency costs. These responses are what cause delegated search to di¤er

from the text book decision theoretic search in three respects. The �rst is that delegation

reduces the incentives to search due to the added costs of agency. The second is tilting the

incentives to search to the present, dissuades the agent from procrastinating. This results
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in higher discovery rates at �rst but lower rates in the future as the search continues.

The third di¤erence lies in the possible advantage of employing multiple agents. Hiring

multiple agents increases switching costs but reduces agency rent over the long run. These

�ndings are summarized in:

Proposition 0: Delegated search di¤ers from e¢ cient decision theoretic search in three

respects. (a) The rate of search is slower, (b) the rate of discovery is decreasing with

the duration of the search and (c) search costs may decline when multiple agents are

employed for short periods.

The causes and consequences of these contractual responses to delegated agency search

are explored in detail in the sections to follow.

3 Model of Continuous Time Search with Agents

Building on the example above consider again the owner who contracts with a single risk

neutral agent to solve her production problem. I consider multi agent search in section

4. The search for a solution is modeled as a continuous time sampling process. The

continuous time formulation provides an easier and more transparent derivation of the key

results. Under the process, the agent exerts e¤ort at rate e � 0 and incurs costs ce to draw
ideas at the rate of � (e) = e for  2 (0; 1)6. Given e > 0; an idea I is discovered at the
rate � (e) pI where pI > 0 is the known conditional probability of drawing idea I = S;D

with pS + pD = 1:7. An idea is either D a diagnosis of the problem, or S; a solution for

the problem which completes the search. The default state is I = O if no ideas have yet

been discovered. Once the problem is solved the owner derives a �nal bene�t of VS > 0: If

the problem is �rst diagnosed the owner�s bene�t is VD: Once a solution is discovered the

owner receives the residual bene�t of VS � VD:

3.1 The Optimal Agency Search Agreement

Throughout the search, the agent�s rate of search e¤ort e(t) and his actual discoveries ~I (t)

are not directly observed. Hence there are both moral hazard and hidden information

6The adoption of this functional form streamlines the analysis without limiting the generality of the
results.

7I abstract from issues of learning about the distribution, that while important for some applications
are not critical for this analysis.
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problems for the owner to contend with. To induce the agent to search, the owner must

promise to reward the agent for the discoveries he discloses, I(t): The agent may disclose

all or part of his discoveries so that I(t) � ~I (t) :8 Without loss of generality we require full

disclosure to be incentive compatible so that I
�
~I (t)

�
= ~I (t) for all t:9 The owner proposes

a long term agreement that promises payments and a share of pro�ts as compensation for

the agent�s disclosed discoveries. In principle the terms of the agreement could depend on

the entire public history of discovery and compensation at each instant. Such agreements

would be di¢ cult to analyze, however, because of the large variation in the history of play

that can arise. Fortunately, though, it can be shown that all the information contained in

any history of previous play is e¤ectively summarized by the agent�s continuation pro�t,

�I (t) ; that the contract promises.10 To analyze the optimal agreement, we may therefore

restrict attention to contracts that use the agent�s pro�t as the state variable, on which

the terms of employment and compensation are based.

At the beginning of the project, when no ideas have yet been discovered, the owner

proposes the following long term agreement, ~A = fE; �J(�I(t)); eI(�I(t)); �J (�I(t))g ; to
the risk neutral agent with an known initial wealth endowment of E � 0: The agreement
is a complete plan for the search arrangement, stipulating that:

E � 0 = the agent�s required investment

�J(�I(t)) � 0 = the agent�s payment for discovery of J = S;D starting from stage I = O;S

eI(�I(t)) � 0 = the agent�s recommended e¤ort rate

�J (�I(t)) � 0 = the agent�s continuation pro�t at stage J

If the agent accepts the contract, the agreement becomes binding for both parties. The

agreement is feasible provided it implements the desired plan. This requires the agent

to be obedient, (O), in supplying the recommended e¤ort; that the agreement is (IC) ;

incentive compatible, so that agent fully discloses his discovery; and that it is individually

8That is the agent may disclose fO;D; Sg when he discovers S; and he may disclose fO;Dg when he
discovers D:

9We appeal to the revelation principle in restricting attention to incentive compatible agreements. The
revelation principle holds for this model by the nesting property of Green and La¤ont (1986) despite the
fact that the agent can only under report his discoveries.
10This important insight that continuation surplus encapsulates the relevant information from the his-

tory of play is due to Green (1987) and Spear and Srivastava (1987) and Phelan and Townsend (1991).
They demonstrate that under mild boundedness conditons, which also hold for our problem, recursive
dynamic programing techniques may be employed to solve dynamic moral hazard problems.
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rational (IR) for the agent to accept the contract. The agent�s pro�t under a feasible

contract is de�ned recursively by the following:11

r�I (t) = �ce (�I (t))| {z }
�ow costs

+ � (e (�I (t)))��I (t)| {z }
discovery appreciation

+ _�i (t)| {z }
time appreciation

(A)

where : ��I (t) = pS (�S (�I)� �I) + pD (�D (�I) + �D (�I)� �I) � 1I=0

subject to :

�0 (e (�I))��I (t) = c (O)

I
�
~I (t)

�
= ~I (t) for all t (IC)

�I0(0) � E (IR)

Condition (A) is an accounting identity that speci�es the rate of appreciation in agent

pro�ts must be equal to �ow costs of e¤ort, plus the appreciation from discovery, given

��I (t), plus the time appreciation in pro�ts, _�I (t). The agent�s pro�t is de�ned subject to

the conditions of the agreement requiring that the agent supply e (�I) which is guaranteed

by (O)12, that the agent truthfully disclose his discoveries, which requires (IC) and that

it be individually rational for the agent to participate which is guaranteed by (IR)13.

The following Lemma records three properties that must hold for any feasible contract,

that is one satisfying (O) and (IC) :

Lemma 1: An agreement ~A for which �S(t) and �D (t) are non decreasing, is (O)

and (IC) i¤

(a) pS�S(�I) + pD�D(�I) � 1I=0 = pS(�I) + pD (�I � �D (�I)) � 1I=0 + ce(�I)
�(e)

(b) _�I = r�I � 1�

ce (�I)

(c) �S(�0) = �D(�0) + �S (�D (�0))

Condition (a) of Lemma 1 requires that the expected payment be equal to the agent�s

promised pro�ts plus a rent for supplying e¤ort. Condition (b) speci�es the time rate of

change in agency pro�ts. Requirements for the agreement to be incentive compatible are

given in (c) under the condition that payments �S and �D are non increasing, which is

11In what follows I drop the dependence of eI on �I where no confusion exists. The variable 1I=J is an
indicator varible which equals 1 when I = J and zero otherwise.
12Condition (O) is necessary and su¢ cient for the supply of e (�I) given the concavity of � (e) :
13If �0 � E , the agent accepts the contract initially. Under the optimal agency contract the agent�s

continuation pro�t turns out to be positive so that his continued participation is individually rational.
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satis�ed on the equilibrium path. Payments that decrease with time induce the agent to

disclose discoveries immediately. (c) implies that the payment for �nding S starting from

O is the same if it is disclosed at once or if it is revealed by a disclosure of D followed by

an immediate disclosure of S:

I can now state the optimal contracting problem. The principal�s ex ante surplus under

a feasible agreement ~A starting at stage, I0; with pro�t, �I0 (0) ; is recursively de�ned by:

rWI0 (�I0) = � (eI0) (pSVS + pDVD � 1I=D ���Io)| {z }
discovery appreciation

+ _WI0 + rE| {z }
time appreciation

(P )

The owner�s surplus satis�es the accounting identity (P ) requiring that the rate of surplus

appreciation equals the discovery appreciation, plus the time rate of appreciation in sur-

plus. Using Lemma 1 to substitute for payments and pro�ts, the optimal contract can be

written as the solution to the following problem

max
�Io�E

rWIo(�Io) (PP )

where

rWI (�I) = max
eI
� (eI) (pS(VS � VD � 1I=D � �I �WI (�I))

+� (eI) pD (VD +WD (�D) + �D � �I �WI (�I)) � 1I=0

+
dWI

d�I

�
r�I �

(1� )


ceI

�
� ceI

+ rE

The principal�s problem, [PP ] ; is to choose the optimal initial pro�t, �Io and the e¤ort

rate, eI(t) to maximize the surplus �ow at each instant. Surplus consists of the current

value �ow of income minus costs, the combined rate of appreciation from discovery, and

the surplus change due to appreciation in the agent�s pro�ts. The optimal contract that

solves the principal�s problem is described in Section 4.

4 Optimal Delegated Search

4.1 Simple Search

This section explores the properties of delegated search and the contracts employed to

implement the search. As noted by the example in section 2, simple search is the easi-

est assignment to delegate. In contrast to more complicated searches simple search just
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requires the agent to �nd the solution to a well de�ned problem that has already been

diagnosed. With the stage of the search already known, there is no problem of inducing the

agent to reveal his progress. Moreover the choice of compensation is straightforward, the

agent is paid a fee once he discovers a solution. Hence, managing the search is essentially

a repeated moral hazard problem where the goal of the principal is to pay the agent just

enough to perform without giving away too much surplus.

This pay for performance trade-o¤ is evident from Figure 1 which depicts the attainable

set of surpluses (WD (�D) ; �D) generated from a single search starting at stage D. The

domain of feasible pro�ts (gross of E) is �D 2 [0; ��D] : The lower bound on agent pro�t is
0 which equals his outside income. The upperbound on pro�t, ��D; equals the maximum

surplus that the search can generate. This is what the agent would receive if he purchased

the project with an initial investment of E = ��D: For smaller investments the agent is

allocated enough pro�t, �D � E to insure his participation in the search. It follows from
routine dynamic programing arguments that WD (�D) is concave, that it is increasing for

small �D and decreasing for �D su¢ ciently large.14 The WD (�D) boundary lies inside of

the Pareto frontier W �
D (�D) except at the point (W

�
D (�

�
D)�

�
D) where the agent essentially

owns the project. As the agent�s rent falls from ��D total surplus decreases as the agent

searches less. However the principal�s rent WD (�D) increases because she retains a larger

share of total surplus. The principal�s surplus continues to increase with reductions in

agent rent until �D = �̂D where WD (�D) is maximized. For pro�t less than �̂D the

principal�s surplus decreases towards zero.

The allocation of surplus indicated by Figure 1 re�ects several of the important prop-

erties of delegated search. The most apparent characteristic is how the e¢ ciency of the

search is constrained by the amount of the agent�s investment E. Wealth constrained

agents will not search as e¢ ciently when their surplus share is rationed by the size of their

investment. Agents with no wealth will nonetheless be promised a positive pro�t of �̂D

since the owner�s expected surplus is maximized by allocating that pro�t to the agent. In-

vestment greater than �̂D will induce the principal to o¤er the agent a greater share of the

surplus which will cause the agent to search more e¢ ciently. This inevitable rationing of

surplus implies another property of the search arrangement; it must be governed by a long

term contract that may not be renegotiated. This follows because the surplus frontier is

14See Spear and Srivastava (1987) for example.
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Figure 1: Surplus Allocations

not everywhere downward sloping, implying by the arguments of Fudenberg, Holmstrom,

and Milgrom(1989) that the set of agent incentives can not be o¤ered within the set of

incentive compatible e¢ cient contracts.15 Moreover the contracts for implementing del-

egated search will appear quite di¤erent than the renegotiation-proof arrangements that

would otherwise govern the search as described in Lewis and Ottaviani(08).

A more detailed analysis of delegated simple search yields the following:

Proposition 1: Suppose E = ��D: Then (i) The agent is paid the full surplus for dis-

covery of a solution with �S (t) = VS; and (ii) The agent works e¢ ciently with

eD (t) = e
�
D to complete the search.

Proposition 2: Suppose E < ��D: Then (i) The agent is paid a share of the search

15Hence ine¢ cent allocations lying on the upward sloping porton of the surplus frontier can not be
improved without increasing the agent�s surplus. The parties will commit not to increase the agent�s
surplus in order to force him to perform.
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surplus, �S (t) < VS, which decreases with the time of completion, so that _�S (t) < 0;

(ii) The agent�s search rate is less than e¢ cient, such that eD (t) < e�D, (iii) The

agent�s search rate decreases with time _eD (t) < 0 and (iv) The agent�s compensation

and induced rate of search are smaller the less he invests.

Combining the �ndings of Proposition 1 with 2 illustrate the important e¤ects of del-

egation on the process of search. Figure 2 depicts the di¤erence in compensation arising

in delegated search. When the agent posts a large enough investment to buy the project,

he is compensated with the full surplus from search such that �S (t) = VS and therefore

he allocates e¤ort e¢ ciently throughout time until the solution is discovered. In contrast

when the agent�s investment is constrained by his initial wealth he is o¤ered just a share

of the surplus, such that �S (t) < VS: As a result he searches too slowly and the search

takes too long to complete. These are the usual types of static ine¢ ciencies resulting from

delegation, wherein the agent expends too little e¤ort because he bears all of the costs

but receives only a share of the surplus he creates. Predictions like these on the e¤ects of

delegation on search are con�rmed for example, by Levitt and Syverson(forthcoming) who

�nd that realtors who market their own homes typically obtain higher sales prices in less

time than comparable client-owned houses that they market.

Sτ

SV

t

( )tSτ

)(tSτ

Figure 2: Simple Search Compensation

At the same time that search incentives are lower, they are also tilted towards the
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present away from the future under delegation. Figure 2 shows how a constant reward of

�S is transformed into a time of completion payment �S (t) for rewarding the agent for early

discovery and penalizing him for delay. As a result, the agent responds by increasing his

search in the near term and decreasing it in future periods. Unlike the classical decision

theoretic search that calls for steady work until completion, work is accelerated under

delegation with the result that the likelihood of completion decreases the longer the search

proceeds.

The intuition for this result stems from the observation that agents have a tendency

to procrastinate in long term agreements. Consider the agent�s incentives to search when

o¤ered a small stationary rewards. Since it is increasingly costly for the agent to search at

a faster rate, he delays searching today when he can search in the future and receive the

same reward.16 By tilting payments to the present, the owner induces the agent to work

harder in the present period, or otherwise receive smaller rewards in the future. While

there is a cost to accelerating the search, in so far as e¤ort is allocated less e¢ ciently and

future discovery is slower, overall the principal bene�ts by forcing an earlier completion of

the search.

This is not the �rst analysis to point out the bene�ts of performance forcing in agency

relationships. Work by Holmstrom and Milgrom (1991) and Baker (1992) on multi task-

ing focuses on the bene�ts of forcing agents to work on speci�ed jobs to reduce their risk

and the cost of inducing performance. By analogy, time of completion contracts work by

focusing the agent�s attention on searching today instead of the future which reduces the

cost of agent procrastination in delegated search. In a di¤erent context to this Shavell

and Weiss (1979) and Hopenhayn and Nicolini (1997) show that performance forcing may

arise in social bene�t programs. Penalizing workers for long spells of unemployment by

decreasing their bene�ts may reduce insurance costs and decrease the duration of unem-

ployment. The present analysis demonstrates the bene�ts of basing compensation on the

time of completion in order to align the intertemporal incentives of the agent and principal.

16The agent must expend increasingly more e¤ort to increase her rate of success, since the discovery
rate is concave in e¤ort.
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4.2 Multiple Stage Search

While many tasks delegated to agents, like �nding a home buyer, are simple search activi-

ties, other jobs that agents are asked to perform, like solving a complicated communications

or management problem are clearly not. For these more complex assignments, the agent

searches in stages, �rst to discover a diagnosis for the problem and second (and sometimes

simultaneously) to �nd a solution. Whereas it is fairly easy for the principal to delegate

a simple search, managing a multistage agency search is likely to be more di¢ cult. With

multiple phases the owner wants the search to sequentially adjust with each new discovery.

However only the agent knows what he has found. Consequently the owner must choose

how to compensate the agent to induce him to disclose his progress as well as to modify

his e¤ort as the search transitions to the next stage.

There are two types of compensation contracts for multi stage search. Let tI be the

time I = D;S is discovered and denote by td = min [tD; tS] the time of the �rst discovery.

De�nition:Time of Completion contract. A time of completion contract pays the agent

a fee �S (tS) only at the time a solution is discovered.

De�nition: Progress Payment Contract: A progress payment contract pays the agent,

�D(tD) and �S (tS) at the times of discovery for a diagnosis and for a solution.

Payment under the time of completion contract depends only on the time when the search

is completed. As a consequence, the agent�s search rate can not be adjusted sequentially

in response to a new discovery. For instance such adjustments are desirable after the

discovery of a diagnosis, to account for the reduction in residual bene�ts from further

search. In contrast, progress payment contracts are more re�ned, in that they allow for

payments to be tailored to the current stage of search. Adjusting compensation in response

to a discovery induces the agent to change his rate of search at di¤erent stages.

The choice of compensation between time of completion and progress payments is a

matter of how much the agent is expected to pro�t from the search.

Proposition 3: In the solution to [PP ]
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(i) If �0 (td) > ��D then the optimal agreement is a progress payment contract with:

�D (�0 (td)) = ��D

�D (�0 (td)) > 0

�S (�0 (td)) = �D (�0 (td)) + �S (�
�
D)

(ii) If �0 (td) � ��D then the optimal agreement is a time of completion contract with:

�S (tS) > 0; �D (�0 (td)) = 0

Proposition 3 reveals that there is a "pecking order" for compensating the agent. The

form of reward is determined by the agent�s equity in the current search as measured by

his pro�t, �0 (td) at his �rst discovery. By part (a) if the �rst discovery is a diagnosis,

D; the preferred compensation for the agent is a full equity share ��D in the next stage of

the search. In addition the agent receives a progress payment of �D �nanced from the left

over funds, �o (td)� ��D: However, when there is insu¢ cient equity to fully fund the next
stage search, the agreement reverts to a time of completion contract, by part (b). In this

case the agent receives only a terminal payment of �S (tS) at the time of completion, even

though this is not the owner�s preferred form of compensation.

The important role of the agent�s wealth in delegating search is manifested in the

preference for compensation that Proposition 3 reveals. When there are su¢ cient funds,

the owner prefers to pay with equity. This is in contrast to relational contracts where it

is matter of indi¤erence how agents are compensated, (see Levin (2003)). Here, however,

paying the agent with equity insures his performance in the next stage search since he

owns the remaining phase of the development. In e¤ect, when the search begins the agent

is "working to own". His primary compensation is "sweat equity", a payment in kind for

discovering a diagnosis. The owner defers as much of the agent�s compensation as possible

to bind him to perform e¢ ciently in the latter stages of search. When there are insu¢ cient

funds to fully fund the next stage of search, the owner�s next best option is to defer all

payment until the end. This is provided for in a time of completion contract.

The foregoing analysis on the importance of agency wealth and timing in delegation,

implies that an agent�s search performance is largely a matter of luck. That is the agent�s

level and form of compensation as well as his success at search are determined by whether
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his �rst discovery occurs before or after a given deadline t̂E. This intuition is con�rmed

in the two Propositions that follow.

Proposition 4: Early Discovery Search: Suppose td < t̂E: Then

(i) For t < td continuation pro�ts and incentives to search are decreasing with _�0 (t) < 0

and _e0 (t) < 0

(ii) At td search is governed by a progress payment contract such that

�D (�0 (td)) = ��D

�D (�0 (td)) > 0

�S (�0 (td)) = �D (�0 (td)) + �S (�
�
D)

(iii) The deadline t̂E is increasing in the agent�s initial investment E:

The lucky agent de�ned in Proposition 4, is one whose �rst discovery occurs before

the deadline t̂E: That agent receives greater payment provided by the progress payment

contract and the earlier the discovery the larger is the agent�s compensation. If the agent�s

�rst discovery is a solution, she receives the same compensation as if she �rst discovered

a diagnosis followed in the next instant by a discovery of the solution. Otherwise if the

diagnosis is �rst discovered, the agent�s reward is a progress payment plus ownership of the

remaining stage of search. Notice, the early discovery search is similar to a contract with

job tenure; the agent is on probation until his �rst discovery, whereafter he is permitted to

work without a deadline or pressure to perform. Moreover the agent who makes a greater

initial investment in the search is a¤orded a longer period to prove himself

In contrast the unlucky agent who misses the discovery deadline is governed by the

following agreement.

Proposition 5: Late Discovery Search: Suppose td � t̂E: Then search is governed by

a time of completion contract. The payment for completion and the incentives to

search are decreasing with t, as _�S (t) < 0 and _e (t) < 0:

The late performing agent is destined to operate under a low powered-time of com-

pletion contract that o¤ers less incentive to perform the longer the search proceeds. It is
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not only the agent but also the principal who is unlucky in this case. This is because the

continuation search following the deadline is both slow and coarse as it is not possible to

in�uence the agent�s rate of search after a discovery with just a single time of completion

payment. The rationale for employing this second best contract is that it serves as a threat

to the agent who procrastinates and therefore runs the risk of missing the deadline.

4.3 Multiple Agent Search

Viewed in its entirety, the multistage search arrangement described in Propositions 4 and 5

is a performance forcing measure with rewards based on the time of discovery. The longer

the agent takes for his �rst discovery the smaller is his progress payment and the less his

continuation value in the ongoing search. The di¢ culty of employing a forcing contract

to search with a single agent is that his incentives to search are diminished the longer the

search lasts. The principal is betting the agent will complete the search early. But if the

agent is unlucky in his initial search, the likelihood he will succeed in future periods grows

smaller with each failed attempt.

One way to avoid this unfortunate outcome is to employ a sequence of agents to search,

rather than just one. Suppose for instance there is a supply of identical wealth constrained

agents each with the same ability to search. The owner employs the agents one at a time

in sequence until one of the agents succeeds in completing the search. At the start of each

search, the agent is promised a continuation pro�t of �0 � E that is large enough to cover
the agent�s initial investment. The agent is given a limited period of time, t̂Cs to make his

�rst discovery, otherwise he is replaced by another agent to resume the search. There is

a switching cost of cS > 0 the principal incurs in informing and training a new agent to

search. Assuming this cost is not too large, the process continues until one agent succeeds

in meeting the deadline t̂Cs whereupon he proceeds to �nish the search
17. The properties

of this multi agent search are characterized in the following:

Proposition 6: For cS su¢ ciently small and E < ��0 the optimal multi-agent contract

is a sequence of short term progress payment contracts exhibiting these features: (i)

Each agent begins his search with pro�t endowment �0 (0) � E; (ii) Until the �rst dis-
covery, search rewards and incentives are decreasing with _�0 < 0; _�S (t) < 0; _�D (t) <

17If switching costs are too large, it may be impractical to use multiple agents so that only single agent
search is employed.
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0 and _e0 < 0; (iii) Agents who fail to discover by time t̂Cs are replaced, (iv) At the

time of replacement W0

�
�0
�
t̂Cs
��
= W0 (�0 (0))� cS:.

Proposition 6 demonstrates the bene�ts and costs of employing multiple agents in a

setting where e¢ cient search requires only one agent to work. Part (i) indicates that with

multi agent search, each agent starts out under a forcing contract in which his rewards

and incentives to search decline with time. The longer he takes to make a discovery, the

smaller are his payments for progress and he therefore searches less the longer the search

proceeds. This is similar to the single agent search in that the agent is under pressure

to perform at least until he make his �rst discovery. However, unlike single agent search,

agents who are slow to progress are replaced with new agents under a mult agent search.

The rationale for replacing one agent with another one of equal ability stems from the

tendency for agents to procrastinate in dynamic settings. That is a long-lived agent, who

is hired to search regards the e¤ort he will expend in the future as a substitute for the e¤ort

he exerts today. The agent exerts less e¤ort in the present knowing he can also search

in the future. In e¤ect the agent�s incentives to work now versus later are in con�ict.18

Hence, one bene�t of employing multiple agents to search, each for a limited time, is to

avoid this intertemporal con�ict. Each agent becomes more impatient to succeed and thus

expends more e¤ort, when his time to search is limited. In essence, the e¢ ciency wage

that agents command to perform (e.g. Shapiro and Stiglitz(1984)) is reduced by limiting

their tenure.

A second bene�t from using multiple agents stems from the "fresh start" each new

agent receives when he is hired. Property (iii) indicates the incumbent agent is replaced

once his performance deteriorates to the point where a new agent with a fresh start can

perform better. By replacing a failing agent before his incentives to search fall too far,

the owner avoids the slow down in search that otherwise occurs with single agent search.

However, there is a cost of employing multiple agents. Each replacement agent must be

trained and informed about the search at a cost of cS to the principle. This cost is balanced

against the bene�ts from replacement to determine the time t̂Cs at which a new agent is

brought in. Agents are replaced less frequently, the larger are the replacement costs, so

that multi agent search evolves into a single agent search once costs grow su¢ ciently large.

18See for example Holmstrom and Milgrom (1991) on multi tasking, and Laux (2001) on adverse selection
with multiple projects.
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5 Conclusion

"If you want the job done right....do it yourself!" This is one message of agency theory, but

it�s certainly not the most important one. The theory predicts that the agent�s performance

is constrained by the principal�s ability to monitor his e¤ort and progress and by the

contracts that the parties are able to enforce. The delegation of search to agents is no

exception in this regard. Our analysis predicts that, delegated search will be slower and

take longer to complete; that the rate of discovery will be greatest at the start of search and

will decrease the longer the search lasts; and that search may be ine¢ ciently organized and

utilize more agents than is necessary. Given the extent of delegated search, these �ndings

would appear to have important implications for the e¢ ciency of exchange in matching

markets, a prime topic for future research.

Several factors shape the agent�s behavior and performance in delegated search. Recog-

nizing what these factors are and assessing how search changes in di¤erent settings provides

some promising directions for future research. For instance, it�s clear that the ability of

parties to commit to contracts is important in determining search behavior. The analysis

of this paper with Lewis and Ottaviani(2008) consider the extreme cases where commit-

ment is either complete or nonexistent. An interesting avenue for future research is to

explore delegation in intermediate settings where the parties may partially commit, either

for limited periods of time or for some sets of contract provisions, as is the case in public

sector procurement for example. The "type" of search that is delegated is another factor

likely to a¤ect performance. For instance, searching for "novelty" in the context of innova-

tive activity (see for instance Manso(2006)) or searching for the "truth" in legal processes

(see for instance Lester, Persico and Visschers (2008)) is likely to impact the delegation

process di¤erently. Finally the "sort" of agents that are assigned to search, whether it

be one individual, a committee or a body of voters, will invariably a¤ect how the search

is conducted, the information is collected, and the decisions that are made. The recent

work on search by committee by Albrecht, Anderson and Vroman(2008) and Compte and

Jehiel(2008) is a promising step in that direction.

6 Appendix
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PROOF OF LEMMA 1

Part (a) and (b): Substituting for � (e) = e into condition (O) and rearranging terms

I obtain,

��I = pS (�S(�I)� �I) + pD (�D (�I) + �D(�I)� �I) � 1I=0 =
ceI

� (eI)
(A1)

which implies

pS�S(�I) + pD�D(�I) � 1I=0 = pS�I + pD (�I � �D (�I)) � 1I=0 +
ceI

� (eI)

Using (O) and (A1) in the expression for _�I we obtain,

_�I = r�I �max
eI
� (eI)��I � ceI

= r�I �
(1� )


ceI

Part (c): Let �I (J; t) denote the agent�s expected pro�t who has previously disclosed I

and is currently at stage J at time t: If J 6= I then (IC) requires that the agent�s best

response is to disclose J so that:

�D(S; t) = max
J2fD;Sg

�J(S; t) = �S (�D (t)) (A2)

�0(S; t) = max
J2(0;D;S)

�J(S; t) = �S (�O (t)) (A3)

�0(D; t) = max
J2(0;D)

�J(S; t) = �D (�0(t)) + �D (�0(t)) (A4)

(A2) is automatically satis�ed when �S (t) is decreasing with time. Consider (A3) : A

necessary and su¢ cient condition for the agent to report S directly instead of �rst reporting

D and second reporting S is that

�S (�0 (t)) = �D (�0 (t)) + �S (�D (�0 (t))) (A5)

provided �S and �D are both decreasing. Finally consider (A4) : A su¢ cient condition for

full disclosure is (A5) which implies the agent can not bene�t by delaying her disclosure

of D while she discovers a solution, S:�

PROOF OF PROPOSITIONS 1 AND 2

For the simple search case search starts in stage D where I assume VD = 0: In this instance
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the principal�s problem [PP ] becomes

max
�D(0)�E

rWD(�D (0)) (B1)

where

rWD (�D) = max
eD

� (eD) (pS(VS � �D �WD (�D))

+�D

�
r�D �

(1� )


ceD

�
� ceD


+ rE (B2)

The problem is formally treated as a piecewise continuous stochastic control problem that is

solved using control theoretic techniques (e.g. Dockner et al (2000), Chpt.8 ). The control

variable for this problem is eD (t); the state variable is �D (t) ; the co state variable is

�D = dWD=d�D and the equation of motion for the state variable is _�D = r�D� (1�)

ceD:

The current valued Hamiltonian for this problem is H (eD; �D; t) = rW (�D) and the

necessary Pontryagin conditions for the solution to (B1)� (B2) are:

HeD = �0 (eD) pS (VS � (�D +WD (�D))�
c


� c (1� )�D


= 0 (B3)

_�0 = r�0 �H�0 = �(eD)pS (1 + �D) (B4)

0 = lim
t!1

e�rt�D (t)�D (t) (B5)

and the optimal choice of �D (0) must satisfy:

�D (0) (�D (0)� E) = 0 (B6)

Di¤erentiating (B3) with respect to time and using (B4) I obtain the following expression

for _eD;

_eD =
��(eD) (1� ) 2
c (1 + (1� )�D)

(
(1 + �D)

 
r�D +

(1� )2

2
ceD

!)
(B7)

The expression for _�D is

_�D = r�D �
(1� )


ceD (B8)

The system dynamics for this problem are described by (B7) and (B8) : The relevant phase
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space for this simple search problem is the set f(e0; �0) j �0 2 [0; ��D]; e0 � 0g as indicated
in Figure 3.

))0(( DDe π

)0(Dπ

r
ceD

D γ
γπ )1( −

=
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D
*π

0,0
e

π

Figure 3: Simple Search Phase Diagram

There are two cases to consider which correspond respectively to Proposition 1 and to

Proposition 2. First consider the setting of Proposition 1 where E = ��:D: For that case

(B6) indicates that �D(0) = E = ��D: Furthermore (1 + �D) = 0 when �D(t) = �
�
D; so that

_�D = 0 and _eD (t) = 0 by (B7) and (B8) : This implies that eD(t ) = e�D and �D (t) = �
�
D

for all t: This completes the proof of Proposition 1.�

For the second setting of Proposition 2, suppose E < ��:D: In that instance, (B6) implies

that �D (0) = max [�̂D; E] < ��:D: From (B4) it follows that _�D (t) > 0 for all t as long as

eD(t) > 0 and 1 + �D(t) > 0: From (B7) this implies that _eD (t) < 0 as indicated by the

arrows in Figure 3. According to (B8)

_�D

8<:
>
=
<

9=; 0 as
8><>:
�D >

1�
r
ceD

�D =
1�
r
ceD

�D <
1�
r
ceD

9>=>; (B9)

Thus �D is increasing (decreasing) for points above (below) the �D =
1�
r
ceD line in Figure

3.

The corresponding direction of motion at any point (eD; �D) in the phase diagram is

indicated by the arrows in Figure 3: It�s clear that any initial �D (0) < ��D there exists
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a unique trajectory starting at (eD (�D (0)) ; �D (0)) that converges to (0; 0) which is the

unique rest point that satis�es the transversality condition (B5). Along this trajectory,

_eD (t) < 0 and _�D < 0: Moreover, di¤erentiating condition (a) of Lemma 1 with respect

to time, I obtain the expression for _�S(t)

_�S(t) = _�D(t) + _eD (t)
c (1� )
2pS

< 0

Consequently, along the optimal path the reward for discovery of a solution is declining

with time. Finally notice the starting point moves further up the trajectory leading to

(0; 0), the greater is the initial investment, for E > �̂D: This implies that the agents

rewards and incentives to search are greater the more he invests initially. This completes

the proof of Proposition 2.�

PROOF OF PROPOSITIONS 3-5

Propositions 3-5 are proved in the following sequence. I �rst solve the general multi-

stage search problem [PP ] posed in section 3. Then I prove Proposition 3 which provides

conditions for the existence of progress payments contracts and time of completion con-

tracts. This is followed by a proof of Proposition 4 which characterizes the properties of

progress payment contracts. The analysis concludes with a proof of Proposition 5.

SOLUTION TO MULTI STAGE SEARCH [PP]

For multi stage search the principal�s problem [PP ] is,

max
�Io (0)�E

rWIo(�Io(0))

As in the simple search case this problem is formally treated as a piecewise continuous

stochastic control problem that is solved using control theoretic techniques (e.g. Dockner

et al (2000), Chpt.8 ). There are two stages O and D to this problem that I consider in

sequence.

Stage O : For the stage O problem the controls are e0(t),�D (�0) ; �S (�0) and �D (�0) ;

and the state is �0(t): The current valued Hamiltonian H (e0; � s; �D; �D; t) = rW0 (�0) for
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the problem is:

H (e0; � s; �D; �D; t) = rE � ce0


+� (e0) pS(VS � �0 �W0 (�0))

+� (e0) pD (VD +WD (�D) + �D � �0 �W0 (�0))

+�0

�
r�0 �

(1� )


ce0

�
+� (�S (�0)� �D (�0)� �S (�D (�0)))

+� (pS�S(�0) + pD(�D (�0) + �D (�0))� �0 ���0)

+��s�S (�0) + ��D�D (�0) + ��D�D (�0)

where �0 is the multiplier for _�0; � is the multiplier for the (IC)) constraint; � is the

multiplier to the ��0 de�nition and ��s ; ��D .and ��D are the multipliers for the non

negativity constraints for �S (�0) ; �D (�0) and �D (�0) respectively. The stage O solution

is characterized by the following necessary Pontryagin conditions:

He0 = �0 (e0) pS (VS � (�0 +W0 (�0))

+�0 (e0) pD (VD +WD (�D) + �D � (�0 +W0 (�0))

� c

� �0

1� 


c = 0 ( C1)

H�D = � (e0) pD (1 + �D)� �
d� s (�D)

d�D
+ �pD = 0 (C2)

H�s(�0) = �+ ��S(�0) + �pS = 0 ( C3)

H�D(�0) = ��+ ��D(�0) + �pD = 0 (C4)

_�0 = r�0 �H�0 = �(e0)pS (1 + �0) + � (C5)

0 = lim
t!1

e�rt�0 (t)�0 (t) (C6)

and

0 = �o (0) (�0(0)� E) (C7)
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is the condition for the optimal initial pro�t allocation to the agent. These conditions

(C1)� (C4) for the stage O solution to [PP ] are used to establish Proposition 3.

PROOF OR PROPOSITION 3: Suppose �D(�0 (td)) > 0: Then adding (C3) and (C4)

I obtain � = ���D = 0: By (C2) this implies that (1 + �D) = 0 or that �D = �1: Since
�D = dWD=d�D it follows that �D (�0) = ��D: Hence whenever �D > 0 the continuation

pro�t for stage D, �D (�0) = ��D is the pro�t that maximizes total surplus. Moreover, it

follows from (IC) that �S (�0 (td)) = �D (�0 (td)) + �S (��D) This proves part (i):

If �0 (td) � ��D then �D (�0 (td)) = 0; otherwise part (i) of the proposition implies that

�0 (td) > ��D which is a contradiction. Given �D (�0 (td)) = 0 it follows that �0 (td) =

�D (�0 (td)) : This completes the proof of Proposition 3.�

PROOF OF PROPOSITION 4: According to Proposition 3 the optimal agreement is

a progress payment contract when �0 (td) > ��D. In that case payments �S (t) and �D (t)

are o¤ered for either the discovery of a solution or a diagnosis. The dynamics of ~A in this

case are described by the di¤erential equations,

_e0 =
��(e0) (1� ) 2
c (1 + (1� )�0)

(
(1 + �0)

 
r�0 +

(1� )2

2
ce0

!)
(C8)

_�0 = r�0 �
1� 


ce0 (C9)

where (C8) is obtained by di¤erentiating (C1) with respect to time. The relevant phase

space for progress payment search is the set f(e0; �0) j �0 2 (��D; ��0]; e0 � 0g as indicated in
Figure 4. The direction of motion within that set are indicated by the arrows. Following the

previous arguments in the proof of Proposition 2 it is straightforward to show that for any

�0 (0) there is a unique e0 (�0 (0)) such that the trajectory beginning at e0 (�0 (0)) ; �0 (0)

leads to the point (e�D; �
�
D) where the time of completion search begins. Along this path

_�0 < 0, _e0 < 0; until the �rst discovery is made, where upon the search is either completed

if S is discovered, or the continuation search is carried out at the e¢ cient rate until a

solution is discovered if D is discovered initially.

The deadline t̂E for the progress payment search is the time it takes to reach (e�D; �
�
D) along

the optimal trajectory starting at (e0 (�0 (0)) ; �0 (0)) Since �D(0) is increasing with E for

E > �̂D (0) as investment increases the starting point is placed further up on the trajectory.
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Figure 4: Progress Payment Phase Diagram

Hence the deadline in increasing in E (and strictly so) wheneverE > �̂D (0)�
PROOF OF PROPOSITION 5: Proposition 3 shows that the search is governed by a

time of completion contract for �0 (td) � ��D: Under time of completion search the agent
receives a single payment, �S (t) ; once he completes the project. Consequently there is

no distinction between stages O and D as the agent is searching only for a solution S: In

this case [PP ] is conveniently solved in one stage as an open-loop piecewise deterministic

control problem. (see Dockner et al (2000) ; Chpt. 8).

An open loop strategy is one which depends only on time. In particular it does not depend

on the state of the agent�s search. Hence in order to formulate [PP ] as an open loop control

problem, I take e(t) as the control variable and �(t) as the state variable. In addition it is

useful to de�ne another state variable, �D(t); which is the conditional probability that the

search is in phase D; given a solution hasn�t yet been found. The probability the search is

in state O is �0(t) = 1� �D (t) : The equation of motion for the state �D(t) is determined
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by taking the time derivative of �D(t) so that

d

dt
�D(t) =

d

dt

�
�D(t)

�D(t) + �0(t)

�
=

�
_�D(t) (�D(t) + �0(t))� ( _�0(t) + _�D(t))�D(t)

(�D(t) + �0(t))
2

�
= _�D(t)� ( _�0(t) + _�D(t))�D(t)

= � (e) (pD (1� �D(t))) (C10)

The equation of motion for � (t) is,

_�(t) = r� (t)� 1� 


ce (t) (C11)

The current valued Hamiltonian corresponding to this control problem is given by

H = rW (�; �D)

= rE + r�DVD �
ce


+� (e) (pS(VS � � �W (�; �D))

+�

�
r� � (1� )


ce

�
+��D (� (e) (1� �D) pD)

where � and ��D are the two co state variables attached to _� and _�D.
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The necessary Pontryagin conditions for the solution to [PP ] satisfy

0 = �0 (e) (pS (VS � (� +W (�; �D)) + ��D (1� �D) pD))

� c

� �c(1� 


(C12)

_� = r��H� = �(e)pS (1 + �) (C13)

_��D = r��D �H�D = r (��D � VD) + � (e) (pS + pD)��D ( C14)

0 = lim
t!1

e�rt�� (t) (C15)

0 = lim
t!1

e�rt��D�D (C16)

The dynamics for this problem are given by the four di¤erential equations (C10) ; (C11) (C13) (C14) :

Using phase diagrammatic techniques to �nd the solution to this problem is cumbersome

because there are two state variables and hence four di¤erential equations to be analyzed.

Nonetheless it is possible to characterize the solution by examining the evolution of the

agent�s e¤ort and pro�t through time. Di¤erentiating ((C12)) with respect to time and

using (C13) ; (C14) we get an expression for the time rate of change in e¤ort,

_e =
��(e) (1� ) 2
c (1 + (1� )�0)

(
(1 + �)

 
r� +

(1� )2

2
ce

!
+ pD (1� �D) r (VD � ��D)

)
(C17)

It follows that ��D (t) � VD since ��D (t) =
@W�D

@�D
is the shadow value of increasing the

likelihood that a payment of VD has been received. Therefore (C17) implies _e < 0:

Suppose there is some t <1 such that _� (t) � 0: By (C11) this implies that

� (t) � 1� 
r

ce (t) (C18)

Since _e(t) < 0 and _� (t) � 0; (C18) implies that for t0 > t;

� (t0) >
1� 
r

ce (t0)
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and therefore that �(t00) > _�(t0) > 0 for all t00 > t0: Consequently limt00!1 � (t
00) = 1

which is impossible. Therefore it follows that _� (t) < 0 for all t: This implies that

_� s (t) = _� (t) +
c (1� ) _e
2ps

< 0

This completes the proof of Proposition 5�

PROOF OF PROPOSITION 6: The multi agent search problem requires the principal

to maximize the search surplus from the current agent plus the expected value of surplus

from replacing the incumbent with a new agent at time t̂cs : To perform the maximization,

the principal select controls fe0; �S; �D; �Dg ; a terminal time t̂cs and an initial pro�t �0 (0)
in order to

maxfe0;�S ;�D;�Dg;t̂cs ;�0(0)

(Z t̂cs

0

e�rtH (e0; �S; �D; �D; t) dt+ e
�rt̂cs (W0 (�0 (0))� cS)

)
(D1)

whereH (e0; � s; �D; �D; t) is the current value Hamiltonian for [PP ] and e�rt̂cs (W0 (�0 (0))� cS)
is the continuation surplus of employing a new agent. The necessary conditions for the

maximization of (D1) includes (C1)� (C4) plus the condition for the optimal replacement
time, (see Seierstad and Sydsaeter, (Thm. 13, pgs. 390-91,1987)

H
�
e�0; �

�
s; �

�
D; �

�
D; t̂cs

�
� r (W0 (�0 (0))� cS) = 0 (D2)

where H
�
e�0; �

�
s; �

�
D; �

�
D; t̂cs

�
is the maximized Hamiltonian at time t = t̂cs : Noting that

H
�
e�0; �

�
s; �

�
D; �

�
D; t̂cs

�
= rW0

�
�0
�
t̂cs
��
and rearranging (D2) we obtain,

W0

�
�0
�
t̂cs
��
= (W0 (�0 (0))� cS) = 0 (D3)

This proves part (iv) of the Proposition.

The behavior of this system is characterized by the same equations of motion ( _e; _�0) that

govern the progress payment search of Proposition 4. Therefore it can be shown that the

controls e0; � s; �D; �D have the same properties. In particular, _� s < 0; _�D < 0; and _e0 < 0

until the �rst discovery or until the incumbent agent is replaced. This completes the proof

of Proposition 6.�
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